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1: Shapiro Diamonds Reviews - Dallas, TX - 13 Reviews
Shapiro Diamonds is the leader in designing and creating the most beautiful diamond engagement rings in Dallas. We
offer GIA certified loose diamonds at wholesale prices, one-on-one consultations with diamond experts at our diamond
showroom in Dallas and expert jewelry designers.

We got both the engagement ring and matching bands all custom from them. Always kept us updated on what
the status of the fabrication was, and met their estimated deadlines. Lane did exactly what he said he would do
and followed up every step of the way. Great selection and ideas too. He knew exactly what he wanted and
Lance delivered. The price was way under what the other stores were quoting. After the proposal I met with
Lance to have the ring sized and it was back to me in 2 days! I absolutely love my ring! We will definitely be
back to have our wedding bands done. From the moment I walked in I honestly felt like Lance made it his
personal mission to get me exactly what I wanted at the best price. The whole experience was incredibly easy,
and it is much easier if you put your faith in Lance and his team. I cannot recommend them enough or thank
them enough for their work. Simply writing a review does not do Shapiro Diamonds justice. I promise that
you will not be disappointed even the slightest bit. Shapiro Diamonds was the only place that could get me
exactly what I wanted. I would recommend Shapiro Diamonds to anyone looking for a diamond or wedding
band. Zack Scott Kansas City, Kansas Jewelry The Shapiro family was very attentive to our needs as we
prepared to be married later in the year. My wife loves her ring and I would recommend them to anyone in
search of a special item for a special occasion. Kenneth Patrick Jewelry Lance took all of the stress and
mystery out of shopping for a custom diamond engagement ring. His showroom is great, and he really takes
the time to explain what you should be looking for in a ring. He takes a no-pressure approach to his business,
and instead of trying to force a diamond onto you he takes the time to listen and make suggestions
accordingly. In fact, he even cautioned against getting a diamond that was too big for the particular setting I
was looking at! I wholeheartedly endorse Lance and Shapiro Diamonds, and have recommended him to
several of my family and friends. I was able to get the perfect diamond engagement ring that would have cost
me double in a normal retail store, and it looked twice as good. With a tight timeline to get a ring made
Shapiro Diamonds pulled a rabbit out of the hat! Outstanding quality and service! Extremely professional and
highest quality service you will find in the DFW area!!! Thanks again for being exceptional! So, thank you for
a beautiful diamond ring and a very enjoyable, relaxed, and professional buying experience. I found Lance to
be very responsive and easy to work with during the buying process. I went several directions before I settled
on the perfect ring, and it was clear that Lance cared very deeply that I be completely satisfied with my
purchase. In the end, Lance delivered a spectacular diamond at a great price. I am a customer for life! I was so
happy, I expressed my satisfaction on a diamond message board. The diamond keeps amazing me with its
sparkle and shine. You have truly done a magnificent job in creating me a very special piece of jewelry. The
width of the band compliments the width of the stone and the smaller diamonds set into the band makes it
pretty as well as functional. I am most pleased with the overall elegance of the ring â€” it is classical yet
modern, modern yet classical. Thank you for the advice and direction; and for working with our limited
budget. I still called Lance and set up an appointment and we went and met with him and fell in love. I
described what I was looking for and he brought out exactly what I described. We fell in love. But when he
asked me to marry him, it was the exact ring we had picked out, only with the diamond in place nowâ€¦. I
LOVE my ring and so does everyone else. It is unique and no one has one like me!! I have referred more
people to Lance and it was such a pleasure working with him. I highly recommend Shapiro Diamonds to
anyone on any kind of budget! Thank you so much for working with us. You made it a wonderful experience.
Ed Hallcom Tyler, Texas Jewelry My fiance was very specific about how she wanted her engagement ring to
look. Sure enough, Lance delivered. I nearly fell out of my chair when he showed me the finished product. I
recommend him to all my friends and look forward to working with him for many years to come. Derek
Burbank Dallas, Texas Jewelry I took a set of three diamonds to Lance to have remade into a wedding ring for
my wife on our 10th anniversary. Lance took special care of them, and created a new ring that was both
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beautiful and meaningful. I would use Lance, and Shapiro Diamonds, again without hesitation. Upon meeting
with him initially, he explained everything we needed to know about diamonds and settings. Lance gave us an
expert opinion, provided an exceptionally beautiful product and made us feel very comfortable throughout the
entire process. We strongly recommend Shapiro Diamonds to everyone and have enjoyed building a trusting
relationship with Lance and his team! Almost more impressive than the high quality product Lance presented
was the professional manner in which he conducted our meeting. But Lance is not simply a person who sells
diamonds. What set Lance apart from the others was his honesty, integrity and genuine interest in finding the
right diamond for me. I was a bit of a hard sell, but Lance wanted my business and he proved that through his
actions rather than just his words. Lance was persistent, but never pushy â€” he turned our business deal into a
collaborative team effort. We made a deal and I could not wait to see what it was going to look like after it
was set in the ring I had in mind. He helped me find the perfect stone to fit my needs and even helped do some
custom work for the ideal setting. Every phone call and meeting was greeted with a smile and instead of
jumping right into business we talked about how things were going in general wedding planning, honeymoon,
work etc. Not knowing anything about diamonds beforehand besides reading a few things online , it was a
little nerve racking trying to find a jeweler, but Lance took time to explain and answer all my questions. I
would highly recommend Shapiro diamonds. My wife really enjoys her ring and the emeralds add such a
beautiful touch!! Thanks again for being so patient with me and taking the extra time to select the perfect
mounting. You are missing out on so much if you go to one of the big box jewelry retailers. Call them up and
ask for Lance. No jewelry store could offer me that. I have a jeweler for life now. I had gone to several
jewelers before I made my final destination at Shapiro Diamonds. Lance took the time to patiently hear
exactly what I was looking for; he then showed me his beautiful collection of Diamonds and ring settings. We
discuss several options and we came up with the perfect custom design. It is very rare that you encounter an
establishment whose primary principal is integrity and sincerity. That is what you will find at Shapiro
Diamonds. Trustworthiness is especially important when making a significant and personal purchase. I am
completely satisfied with Shapiro Diamonds and I will continue use them for my future jewelry needs. Lance
is a really nice guy and treats his customers like old friends. We waited until 3 weeks before the wedding to
get wedding bands. We will continue to use Lance for jewelry in the future. I highly recommend him. Oh and
did I mention that he sells at the wholesale rate? So you save tons of money and get much higher quality
pieces. No pressure or sales tactics. He is very knowledgeable and has a team that can churn out custom
jewelry pieces that rival the finest. Lance was courteous and professional. He really knew a lot about the
business of purchasing diamonds. Alfred Richerson Addison, Texas Jewelry Shapiro Diamonds created a one
of a kind engagement ring for my fiancee to give to me. He is so attentive to his customers and is able to make
their perfect ring become a reality. It was a pleasure meeting him and getting to thank him for the gorgeous
ring. I had to get my ring sized up a little and he took care of me so quickly. I had my ring back within 5
days!! They do amazing work and have the highest quality customer service. Anyone who chooses to work
with Shapiro Diamonds is making the best choice for their diamond needs and wants!
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2: Shapiro Diamonds | Complaints | Better Business BureauÂ® Profile
You'll work hand-in-hand with owners Lance and Kendra Shapiro, diamond experts and jewelry designers at our relaxed
and fun diamond showroom in Dallas. We always ensure you have the undivided and dedicated attention of our
diamond experts and jewelry designers during your time with us.

Diamond Setting Team Master Craftsman and Jeweler With over 40 years of experience, our master craftsmen
and bench setters bring their meticulous skills to hand-crafting and setting every stone in Shapiro Diamonds
jewelry piece. This ensures a true bespoke, one-of-a-kind jewelry piece for each client. His love for jewelry
design is reflected in the pieces we create. He enjoys every client and loves what he does. His in-depth
knowledge of the ever-changing diamond industry has made him one of the most respected jewelers in the
world. Her love for diamonds shines through in her work. She delivers years of expertise in fine jewelry
design and client services that is unparalleled in the Dallas jewelry arena. This skilled team gives us the tools
and knowledge to innovate and improved virtually every aspect of the jewelry design process. Testimonials
Great experience and beautiful ring! Lane did exactly what he said he would do and followed up every step of
the way. Great selection and ideas too. Kenneth Wolfe Dallas, Texas Jewelry Lance took all of the stress and
mystery out of shopping for a custom diamond engagement ring. His showroom is great, and he really takes
the time to explain what you should be looking for in a ring. He takes a no-pressure approach to his business,
and instead of trying to force a diamond onto you he takes the time to listen and make suggestions
accordingly. In fact, he even cautioned against getting a diamond that was too big for the particular setting I
was looking at! I wholeheartedly endorse Lance and Shapiro Diamonds, and have recommended him to
several of my family and friends. I was able to get the perfect diamond engagement ring that would have cost
me double in a normal retail store, and it looked twice as good. He knew exactly what he wanted and Lance
delivered. The price was way under what the other stores were quoting. After the proposal I met with Lance to
have the ring sized and it was back to me in 2 days! I absolutely love my ring! We will definitely be back to
have our wedding bands done. No jewelry store could offer me that. I have a jeweler for life now. Almost
more impressive than the high quality product Lance presented was the professional manner in which he
conducted our meeting. But Lance is not simply a person who sells diamonds. What set Lance apart from the
others was his honesty, integrity and genuine interest in finding the right diamond for me. I was a bit of a hard
sell, but Lance wanted my business and he proved that through his actions rather than just his words. Lance
was persistent, but never pushy â€” he turned our business deal into a collaborative team effort. We made a
deal and I could not wait to see what it was going to look like after it was set in the ring I had in mind. So,
thank you for a beautiful diamond ring and a very enjoyable, relaxed, and professional buying experience.
Shapiro Diamonds also provided us with our wedding bands. The process was easy and the results are
fantastic. You have truly done a magnificent job in creating me a very special piece of jewelry. The width of
the band compliments the width of the stone and the smaller diamonds set into the band makes it pretty as well
as functional. I am most pleased with the overall elegance of the ring â€” it is classical yet modern, modern yet
classical. I had spent 2 months looking around at all of the big name jewelers, and I found myself running into
a brick wall. I simply could not find a ring design that I liked with the asscher cut diamond that my girlfriend
wanted. Lance not only had a perfect stone for our engagement ring, but I was able to design the ring myself. I
just picked up the ring on Monday, and it is even more stunning in person that I imagined it based on the CAD
models. It is even more amazing because we now have a one of a kind ring that nobody else has. I would
highly recommend Shapiro Diamonds to anyone looking for an engagement ring. You will not regret it! He
surprised me with a ring that he and Lance worked together to create for me. I had to have it re-sized a little
bit, but I had to leave last minute to see my 95 year old grandmother. I was afraid that this might be her only
chance to see the ring and Lance was able to get the ring back to me before I left. He was an absolute pleasure
to deal with. I do not know what the ring cost, but am told that Lance is able to find great quality diamonds at
reasonable prices. Larry Blackwell Plano, Texas Jewelry The Shapiro family was very attentive to our needs
as we prepared to be married later in the year. My wife loves her ring and I would recommend them to anyone
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in search of a special item for a special occasion. Kenneth Patrick Jewelry My new ring shines in the dark.
Thanks again for being so patient with me and taking the extra time to select the perfect mounting. Thank you
for the advice and direction; and for working with our limited budget. We already had a center stone in hand
which made dealing with jewelry stores impossible. After blank looks from managers, we called Lance. He
evaluated our diamond and helped us build a ring from scratch around it. He designed balls inside the bottom
of the ring to compensate for myâ€¦erâ€¦larger knuckle. So the ring fits over my knuckle but stays snug on my
finger â€” not sliding around. A big knuckle ring â€” genius! Love my custom one-of-a-kind ring. Thanks to
the Shapiro gang. Sure enough, Lance delivered. I nearly fell out of my chair when he showed me the finished
product. I recommend him to all my friends and look forward to working with him for many years to come. I
was so happy, I expressed my satisfaction on a diamond message board. The diamond keeps amazing me with
its sparkle and shine. Lance listened to her vision and made it happen. The band will be his to design and
make thats for sure. Lance thank you very much for making her dreams come true! Shapiro is just ahead of all
the rest! Honestly, I was struggling to find a quality business to work with in Dallas â€” after weeks of
frustration I found Shapiro Diamonds on Google and connected with Lance. No pressure or sales tactics. He is
very knowledgeable and has a team that can churn out custom jewelry pieces that rival the finest. I found
Lance to be very responsive and easy to work with during the buying process. I went several directions before
I settled on the perfect ring, and it was clear that Lance cared very deeply that I be completely satisfied with
my purchase. In the end, Lance delivered a spectacular diamond at a great price. I am a customer for life!
Lance was courteous and professional. He really knew a lot about the business of purchasing diamonds. I
would recommend Shapiro Diamonds to anyone looking for a diamond or wedding band. Every phone call
and meeting was greeted with a smile and instead of jumping right into business we talked about how things
were going in general wedding planning, honeymoon, work etc. Not knowing anything about diamonds
beforehand besides reading a few things online , it was a little nerve racking trying to find a jeweler, but Lance
took time to explain and answer all my questions. I would highly recommend Shapiro diamonds. My wife
really enjoys her ring and the emeralds add such a beautiful touch!! Wilshaw Stevens Dallas, Texas Jewelry I
took a set of three diamonds to Lance to have remade into a wedding ring for my wife on our 10th
anniversary. Lance took special care of them, and created a new ring that was both beautiful and meaningful. I
would use Lance, and Shapiro Diamonds, again without hesitation. David Hudston Addison, Texas Jewelry
Not only was Lance, the owner, a pleasure to deal with, but their custom designs were also marvelous! We got
both the engagement ring and matching bands all custom from them. Always kept us updated on what the
status of the fabrication was, and met their estimated deadlines. I was honestly unsure what to expect, but the
price was right and the location was super convenient. Since my previous jeweler is no longer in business, I
decided to go for it. I could not be more pleased. Almost like brand new! A special treat when I dropped off
my ring was browsing at and trying on all the gorgeous rings they had available. With a tight timeline to get a
ring made Shapiro Diamonds pulled a rabbit out of the hat! Outstanding quality and service! Extremely
professional and highest quality service you will find in the DFW area!!! Thanks again for being exceptional!
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3: Shapiro Diamonds (@shapirodiamonds) â€¢ Instagram photos and videos
Lance Shapiro, owner of Shapiro Diamonds, was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, home of DeBeers, the world's
largest diamond producer. Close-knit family connections to the diamond cartel, and a long family history mining, lead
him to the manufacturing and wholesale distribution of diamonds.

A lot of reviews had said that he tried to teach the customers about diamonds, but when I went to his store, he
just sat there and showed me diamonds. He was not pushy, but he seemed very impatient and he was
answering multiple phone calls and walking around the room during my "private" appointment. He did not
have a large selection. When I finally asked if the diamonds he was showing me were EGL vs. Then when I
asked for GIA, he only had a few and he failed to mention this in the beginning. I feel he was dishonest during
the whole appointment. I am sure some people have had good experiences there, but I did not. I wish he would
have been more up front regarding the diamonds he was showing me as well as taking more time to discuss
the diamond ratings. I have also seen many of the same designs at other stores. Lastly, it also took him days to
call me back so it made me feel like my purchase was not important to him when buying an engagement ring
is one of the most important purchases in my life. If you go there, just make sure you ask the appropriate
questions and to see the certifications of the diamonds, etc. This was posted by a competitor to falsely
discredit us. We have no record of this visitor. We have a HUGE inventory of diamonds in a wide range of
qualities. All diamonds have been purchased from legitimate sources. With thousands of happy clients, it? In a
private setting 1 on 1. It was very nice in the lobby waiting with the free drinks and the video of the diamond
rings and the album of his finished work. When I got in thats when it hit me. He only had 5 diamonds to show
me and when I asked for a Radiant or Cushion in the same size there was an excuse. My best friend told me he
was born in South Africa but that was it. I also did research on his company. He is not a site holder or a
wholesaler in Texas. Not a good guy. My Wife and I were not happy at all. Stay away from this guy. Sorry my
English not so good. Thank you for your posting. However I must strongly disagree with your posting and
challenge your statements. Recommends Drew over a year ago Amazing quality and Excellent Service â€”
About 5 months ago, I began looking around for an engagement ring for my girlfriend. I spent a month or so
looking at various wholesalers and retail stores. The price is no comparison when it comes to wholesalers. At
first this made me skeptical but after sitting down with Lance multiple times and actually seeing the quality
with my own eyes I made the decision to use Shaprio Diamonds. After my experience with Lance, you can be
assured that I will be back many more times. I am about to purchase a wedding band from him for myself as
well. Thanks again to Lance for getting me an amazing ring!
4: Shapiro Metal Supply - St. Louis Metal Supply, serving greater midwest.
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

5: Shapiro Diamonds | Better Business BureauÂ® Profile
I received the most beautiful ("upgraded") engagement ring at Shapiro Diamonds. After discussing onl y vaguely what
style the ring should be, Kendra designed it beautifully, and together with Lance executed it to perfection.

6: WATCH: Diamond & Silk Testify Before Congress And All Hell Breaks Loose | Daily Wire
Reckless and headstrong Jan Shapiro resigned himself to the fact that he would never learn the intricate skills of
diamond cutting. But this was the family business and his father, a devout Jew, saw it as Jan's duty to follow in his
footsteps.
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7: The Old State Blog | Shapiro Diamonds Dallas
k Followers, 7, Following, Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Shapiro Diamonds (@shapirodiamonds).

8: Engagement Rings Dallas TX : Shapiro Diamonds
Shapiro is AMAZING. They came highly recommended to my fiance and we were not disappointed. I am constantly
complimented on my engagement ring for the quality of the diamond and the design of the ring.I needed my ring
re-sized a bit smaller and he only had it for two days before it was back on my hand!

9: shapiro-gems | About
Shapiro Diamonds is a loose diamond and jewelry design studio specializing in GIA and EGL certified diamonds. They
offer a private, luxury upstairs studio environment with world-class jewelry designers on site and unparalleled access to
the world's wholesale diamond markets.
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